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Abstract 
 

Optical trapping (OT) is extensively used by physicists and biophysicists in order to study the 

mechanical properties of individual micron-sized particle and living cells, molecules. Over the 

last two decades, research approaches that link optical trapping with strong intensity of light 

have advanced the knowledge in this area of physics in a wide range. 

 

While OT is purely suitable for trapping nano and micron-sized particles, various different 

techniques and trapping setups are pursued to secure highly focused light for better and stable 

trapping purposes. The goal of this study is mainly to design and to build a setup for OT to 

examine and to understand the behavior of nano-diamond particles doped with nitrogen ions. 

Besides the trapping of particles, a brief analysis of optical forces at different powers of light for 

characterization of the lateral and the axial movement of trapped particles has been done. 

Rayleigh optical trapping technique (single gradient beam trapping) is applied to trap 100 ± 5 nm 

size nano-diamond particles by using a 1064 nm lasing system.  

 

Besides performing the trapping of nano-sized diamond particles, the scanning of NV color 

centers in diamond is also performed in order to configure a trapping setup as a confocal 

microscope for characterization of many optical materials. Although the priority of the thesis 

project is the experimental details of designing and developing the setup for the OT, the same 

system has also an ability to work as a dual confocal microscope with different excitation lasing 

system.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 
 

The quantization of electromagnetic energy was first proposed by Max Planck in 1900 by 

postulating and hypothesizing that the energy of a harmonic oscillator is quantized. Later in 

1905, the basic idea of the photon was central to the explanation of Einstein's idea of the 

photoelectric effect. This early work of Planck and Einstein was pivotal in the development of 

the quantum theory of light [1]. The development of the laser since (coherent light source) has 

been very rapid and in fifty some years after the invention of the laser, the applications of laser 

light have amazingly recast the life of mankind [2, 3].        

 

In addition to the many domestic levels of applications, lasers have also numerous ranges of 

industrial level applications such as cutting and welding, remote sensing, surveying, weapon 

systems, communication, printing and medicine. Besides these astonishing applications, the laser 

also has the ability to physically manipulate the microscopic structure of matter [4, 5].    

 

The development of optical trapping techniques was pioneered in the early experiments where 

the microscopic structures were pushed by a radiation pressure. The idea of optical trapping was 

first reported by A. Ashkin in 1969 [3], who demonstrated trapping of dielectric particles in the 

size range of 20 nm - 10 μm. Ashkin based his technique upon the balance of radiation forces 

such as scattering force and the gradient force in order to trap the particles. In the year 1971, 

while working in Bell Labs, Ashkin and his colleagues were performing a successful 

experimental demonstration of optical trapping of dielectric particles [5, 6]. 

 

In 1997 an American physicist, Steven Chu earned the Noble Prize in physics for trapping 

particles while using the same technique as Ashkin for trapping neutral particles having diameter 

sizes larger than 100 nm [6]. 
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1.2 Diamond Defects as SPS 
 

The intrinsic defects in natural diamond and the extrinsic defects in synthetic diamond are good 

sources of fabricating a single-photon source (SPS). SPSs are quite different from the classical 

sources of light because on average, SPSs only emit one photon at a regular interval of time. In 

recent years, stable and efficient single-photon emission has been examined in a wide range of 

sources, including single molecules, single atoms, trapped ions, quantum dots, color centers in 

crystals, color centers in diamond and in spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC). 

 

Single photons are highly important when it comes to the understanding of the fundamental 

nature of light because single-photon states disclose a number of properties which otherwise 

cannot be interpreted by classical theories.  

1.3 Application and Implementation of Optical Trapping  
 

Difficult technical and nonlinear optical effects are required in order to perform optical trapping 

of single individual diamond particle suspended in liquids. The setup for optical trapping ranges 

from the simple-lens based setup to the complex integration of different lens-based setups with 

multi-laser beams. OT is an important tool for manipulating the microscopic object through 

confinement, organizing atomic arrangements, assembling of particular structures along with the 

modification of microscopic objects. OT setups are also useful for the study of biological objects 

such as viruses, the movement of bacteria, living cells and for the study of mechanical 

mechanism of DNA beads. The applications of optical trapping are therefore interconnected 

between atomic physics and the medical sciences [9, 10].   

1.4 Objectives of the Research 
 

The objective of the research reported in this thesis is the optical trapping of spherically shaped 

diamond particles suspended in liquids at room temperature. These diamond particles are doped 

with nitrogen ions to create color centers in the diamond lattice.  The color centers in the 

diamond structure especially nitrogen atoms, are also an ideal source for single-photon emission 
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[11, 12]. The optical trapping of nitrogen doped diamond particles is performed with a cw 1064 

nm laser system while a cw 532 nm laser is used to excite the NV color centers in the particles.   

 

Besides the above mentioned project targets, my master thesis also deals with the custom 

designed and the preparation of a dual confocal microscope. This newly custom-built setup is 

used to characterize the different samples along with the optical behavior of nitrogen vacancy 

center in diamond. The results expected from this new setup are more efficiently obtained than 

that of the photons obtained with the earlier designs. The expected results also depend upon the 

sample preparation technique and the number of nitrogen vacancy centers in nano-diamonds.  

Specially created software is also used to control the piezo-system and to built-up the scanning 

image of the specimens while running the setup for scanning the sample.   
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2 OPTICAL TRAPPING 

 

 

Light is a form of energy quanta carrying not only the energy but also the momentum of the 

light, it can also exert the force on material bodies by transferring of momentum as was proposed 

by Johannes Kepler. However, after the pioneering work of J. Kepler [12, 13], it took a long time 

for James Clerk Maxwell to explain optical trapping phenomena theoretically [13]. In 1901, 

Pyotr Lebedev performed a successful experimental demonstration of optical forces that acting 

on material objects, can significantly strengthen theoretical explanation Maxwell ideas [14].  

 

Light as an electromagnetic field travelling in a specific direction carries both energy and 

momentum. The energy transferred by an electromagnetic field to a material object in a certain 

time is defined by the Poynting vector;    

4
cS E H
π

→ → →

= ×  

Where c, H, and E are the speed of light, the magnetic and electric fields respectively. If S is 

considered as a time average value of energy transferred than the radiation pressure on the 

objects is given by,   

(1 ) nR

S r
cP 〈 〉

= +  

Here, n represents the refractive index of the medium and the value of r is chosen between r = 0 

for black bodies and r = 1 for perfectly reflecting surfaces and latter shows the reflectivity of the 

medium under radiation pressure [15]. 

 

In the 1930s, the development of quantum mechanics produced the explanation of radiation 

pressure from a quantum prospective. Light can now be thought of as being composed of small 

particles known as photons where each photon carrying energy of E hν=  and a momentum P, 

defined by de Broglie relation i.e. 

hP
λ

=  

(2.2) 

(2.1) 

(2.3) 
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The phenomenon of optical trapping was very difficult to demonstrate with thermal or classical 

light sources due to the variation in the light intensity ‘I’. In the 1960s, after the invention of the 

laser, the experimental demonstration of OT was possible with coherent light. In the 1970s, a 

decade later, A. Ashkin performed a successful experiment for trapping of dielectric particles by 

using a ultra-violet coherent light source. Because a laser can have a very high intensity which 

could easily be focused on a small object to transfer the sufficient amount of energy and 

momentum and these experiments were very successful [3, 16]. 

 

The mechanism for the photons energy and momentum transferred to an object leads to an 

exerted optical force on the object in the direction of the photons propagation. The basics of the 

OT forces acting on an object can completely be interpreted by observing the intensity, the 

momentum, and the direction of propagation of light as it is changed after the interaction with 

the object.  

 

2.1 Optical Forces 
 

These optical forces are based upon the interaction of the light with very small objects placed in 

the path of light the beam. The magnitude of these optical forces is in the nano and the pico 

newton scale.  

2.1.1 Scattering Force 
 

The generation of the scattering force in OT originating from the surface of a particle is totally 

dependent upon the phenomena of scattering of light from the particle. When a photon flux is 

scattered from a particle, the two components of the scattering force emerges, one is in the 

direction of light propagation and the other in the opposite direction of the scattering phenomena. 

Scattering forces act in the opposite direction of the scattered photons. Scattering forces of the 

photons depend upon the intensity of the focused light because its acts along the direction of 

propagation of the light. 
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The total scattering force for an OT is thus calculated as the total change in the momentum of the 

photon before and after the scattering event, and can be expressed as follows: 

 

 

( )Scat in out
nF s s dA
c

= −∫∫  

mn S
c
σ 〈 〉

=  

Here S〈 〉 is the Poynting vector and σ is the Rayleigh scattering cross-section for a spherical 

particle. It can be written as [20]. 
24 2

6
2

2 18
3 2

m d
p

d

n nr
n

πσ π
λ

⎡ ⎤−⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ +⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
 

So, after inserting the value of σ in to equation 2.4, it will become, 
 

25 6 2

4 2

128 1
3 2

p d m o
Scat

d

r n n IF
n c

π
λ

⎡ ⎤−
= ⎢ ⎥+⎣ ⎦  

 
Here, dn is the ratio of the refractive indices of the particle pn and the medium mn . The factor pr

is the value of the particle radius for Rayleigh particle ( pr λ ). Thus from equation (2.6), the 

value of the scattering force is dependent on the wavelength of the trapping laser, the size of the 

particle and the intensity of the photon flux [16 ,20]. 

2.1.2 Gradient Force 
 

The interaction of light with a particle in the vicinity of the beam waist produces a gradient force 

on the particle due to the particles dielectric response. Thus the interaction of the beam electric 

field with the induced dipole establishes an electrostatic potential which define as: 

 
.U p E= −  

Thus, the gradient force due to the spatially varying intensity of the light field is given as: 
 

gradF U= −∇  
        .p E= − ∇  

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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Here p Eα=  is the induced dipole moment of the continuous electric field of the atoms, which 
gives us the following expression: 
 

( . )gradF E Eα= − ∇  
 

So, for a Rayleigh particle ( pr λ ), the gradient force for the OT of small particles with radius 

pr is obtained from equation (2.9) as:  

3 3 2
2

2

1
2 2

m p d
grad

d

n r nF E
n
⎡ ⎤−

= − ∇⎢ ⎥+⎣ ⎦
 

 

Here as before, / nd p mn n=  is the ratio between the refractive index of the particle and the 

surrounding medium. Thus from equation (2.10), the value of the gradient force is dependent 

upon the radius of the particle and the electric field intensity. The gradient force acts as an 

attractive force for a particle in the beams vicinity.  If p mn n , then the trapped particle is pulled 

towards the higher electric field intensities. While on the other hand, if p mn n , then the trapped 

particle will be pushed away from the high electric field. (This means that the value of the 

scattering force is much greater than the value of the gradient force, so the particle is gradually 

pushed away from the beam waist). The following are the important condition for selecting the 

particles and medium for effective OT:  

i. For dielectric particles, the value of the refractive index of the particle and that of the 

surrounding material play key roles in achieving stable OT. A particle of size 25 – 30 

μm can be easily trapped using the attractive gradient force. OT of larger particles 

(particle size range larger than 25 – 30 μm) is not possible by applying the optical force 

with high NA objective, because the value of the gravitational force greater is than both 

the scattering and the gradient force value [20].   

 

ii. For the Rayleigh OT regime with particle radius ( pr λ ), in the case of a metallic 

particle which size range of 40 – 50 nm in diameter, they can be easily trapped with the 

single-beam trapping mechanism. Particles in this size range can easily produce strong 

gradient forces due to the high polarizability needed for balancing the scattering forces. 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 
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Thus metallic particles sized in micrometer and dielectric particles of size > 30 μm, with 

refractive index values of p mn n cannot be trapped with a single beam [15, 16, and 20].  

2.2 OT Mechanisms 

 

The working of an OT setup is based upon the balancing of the optical forces arising from the 

microscopic particle interacting with light. These optical forces can be resolved into two 

different forces and the magnitude of each of these forces depends upon the reflectivity of the 

trapping medium. When an object (dielectric particle) is positioned around the beam waist 

(where the intensity of the light is very high and all of the energy and the momentum of the 

photons are focused), then the light will reflected, refracted or even absorbed by the particle. 

Thus, the processes of reflection, refraction and absorption give rise to the generation of two 

optical forces and the observations of these forces reveal the secrets of OT with highly focused 

light. The size of the focused beam waist at the front focal plane (FFP) of the objective is of μm 

scale. 

 

The optical forces arising from the interaction of the dielectric particle with the light is given by 

the change in total momentum flux ‘ ρ ’ of the beam at the FFP, F ρ= Δ [14]. So, the total 

change in momentum‘ ρΔ ’of the photon flux is balanced by an equal and opposite change in the 

momentum of the particle in the direction of the propagation of the light. The total change in 

momentum ‘ ρΔ ’of the photon flux is also the reason for the optical forces according to the 

Newton’s law; 

 

( )dF
dt
ρΔ

=  

2.2.1 Rayleigh Scattering Regime ( pr λ ) 

 

In the Rayleigh scattering regime, the radius of the spherical particle is much smaller than the 

trapping wavelength of the light. Thus the particle will act as a single dipole which will split the 

optical forces into two components. The scattering force that emerges from the dipole acting 

(2.11) 
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upon the absorption and the re – radiation of the light in the direction of the incident light, can be 

written as:   

 
25 6 2

4 2

128 1
3 2

p d m o
Scat

d

r n n IF
n c

π
λ

⎡ ⎤−
= ⎢ ⎥+⎣ ⎦  

 

The other component of the optical force is the gradient force which is controlled by the intensity 

gradient of the a focused beam onto the spherical particle and is given by; 

 
3 3 2

2
2

1
2 2

m p d
grad

d

n r nF E
n
⎡ ⎤−

= − ∇⎢ ⎥+⎣ ⎦
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of momentum transfer from a focused TEM00 
Gaussian beam to a spherical particle positioned in the beam waist [16]. 

 

The intensity gradient of the incident light is controlled by the power of the incident light. The 

magnitude and the direction of these two optical forces play an important role for achieving 

stable OT with a single beam. The direction of scatF  and gradF must be in opposite direction so as 

to accomplish stable axial trapping of the particle. The magnitude of gradF is greater than that of 

the scatF  and the value of the ratio between them, gradF / scatF  must be greater than unity, since 

gradF is acting against the combination of gravitational force and scatF for stable OT. 

 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 
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trapping laser is moved away. This situation is displayed in figure 2.3(b) situation. The reaction 

to the optical forces is different in this condition since all of the forces collectively push the Mie 

particle towards the focal point and into the direction of the propagation of the trapping laser.  

 

2.3 Efficiency of OT 
 

The efficiency of the OT setup depends upon the quality factor ‘Q’ and the values of this factor 

relate to the physical specifications of the setup. This quality factor is a dimensionless quantity 

which expresses the process of converting the incident power of light into the optical forces [20]. 

In order to calculate the value of the quality factor Q for an optical setup, the total force acting on 

a particle is given by vector sum of scatF  and gradF .   

 

Tot grad scatF F F= +  

mn PQ
c

=  

Here mn is the refractive index of the surrounding material and P is the power of the incident 

light at the back focal plane of the objective. The maximum value of ‘ TotF ’ is dependent upon the 

value of the refractive index of the medium, the intensity of the incident light and the maximum 

value of Q which in turn, relates to the NA of the objective lens, the wavelength of the trapping 

light, the mode and the polarization state of the light, the ratio of the refractive index dn , the size 

and shape of the trapped particle [21].  

 

2.4 Types of Optical Trapping 
 

2.4.1 Single Trap Setup  
 

The trapping of particles is performed with an optical setup built with high NA objective in the 

form of an inverted microscope. The purpose of using a high NA objective is to focus more light 

at the FFP of the objective in order to position the trapped particle at the center of the field of 

view of the microscope [16]. The wavelength of the lasing system used for trapping in my setup 
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beam is changed with the help of a gimbal mounted mirror1 in order to maintain the same optical 

axis for the trapping setup.  

 

2.4.2 Multiple Trap Setups  
 

The multiple trap setups are used to control each individual trapped particle by using different 

wavelengths of light recombined at the same optical axis of the BFP objective after separating 

and recombining the orthogonal polarization direction of the beam with the help of beam steering 

optics. The recombination of orthogonal polarization direction of the beam can also be 

performed with acousto optical deflector so that the beam can be centered at the center point of 

the BFP [16, 22].  

 

A large number of particles can be trapped with a single beam and a larger particle can also 

easily be trapped with this technique after adjusting the angle of incidence at the BFP. But these 

trapped particles are restricted move only to in the single plane of trapping [22, 23].  

 

2.4.3 Holography 
 

A multiple OT could be generated with a single beam by placing a diffractive optical element 

(DOE) in the path of the beam. Holography is a kind of multiple three dimensional OT and is a 

computer controlled trapping technique used for trapping the particle in a sample while using a 

single beam. 

 

The OT performed with a spatial light modulator (SLM) based setup can be employed for DOE 

trapping, and the phase modulation of the SLM can be controlled by a computer. The 

arrangement and the movement of the OTs can now be controlled with the SLM because the 

position and movement of the OTs calculated by series of phase patterns. When these phase 

patterns are transferred to the SLM in a sequence then it will distribute the needed intensity of 

the light for the movement of the OTs an in specific direction. The setup we used as a single-trap 

                                                 
1 For more information about the gimbal mounted mirror please visit thorlabs website.www.thorlabs.com 
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setup can be modified into a holographic optical trap setup after placing the SLM into the present 

setup.  
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3 CHARACTERIZATIONS OF DIAMOND, ITS DEFECTS AND SURFACE 
DAMAGES  

 

Entity of natural diamond has been known to mankind for over two thousand years. Diamond is 

a form of carbon allotrope, where each atom of carbon is arranged in an invariance of the FCC 

crystal structure that is defined as a diamond lattice. The FCC structure form of an atomic 

arrangement results in a strong covalent bonding between its atoms, which is the basic reason for 

its extreme hardness and ultra-incompressibility [23, 28]. The band-gap energy of diamond is 5.5 

eV which corresponds to the deep ultraviolet. Pure and defects-free form of diamond appears as 

colorless under exposure to visible light. 

 

The presence of color centers or defects, such as dislocations, vacancies and complexes in the 

diamond lattice will cause it to appear as a colored object used for creating electronic energy 

levels within the diamonds band-gap [25, 28]. Therefore, luminescence of different wavelengths 

appears from the specific energy structures of each of the defects and impurities in the material.  

 

Naturally occurring diamonds are relatively rare. Diamond-related research is progressing in 

universities, laboratories, and in industries throughout the world to find new ways to meet the 

increasing demand of diamond for research purposes along with its commercial use. Thus, new 

techniques have been developed for the development of synthetic diamond in many laboratories 

around the world that can increase the growth of diamonds for potential use of the material in 

electronics, material science, medical area and quantum optics & quantum photonics [26, 29].  

3.1 Properties of Diamond 

A diamond crystal consists of a tetrahedral arrangement of carbon atoms covalently bonded with 

sp3 hybrid bonds in the FCC form of lattice structure [28, 29].  Synthetic diamonds have distinct 

and important properties that make them a favorable material for advanced research and 

applications in quantum information processing. There are two main reasons for the unusual 

behavior of diamond: 
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1) Carbon atoms are small and very light, having a short-range sp3 bonds in the form of 

diamond structure. 

2) The binding between two carbon atoms depends on very strong covalent bonds the in 

diamond structure, which is a reason for diamond hardness. 

The table below outlines some properties and universal constants of diamond; 

Table 1:  Values of universal and physical constants of diamond. 

3.2 Types of Diamond 

The diamond crystal can mainly be categorized into two major classes: type I and type II. Each 

of these two classes is further divided into two different subcategories such as types Ia, Ib, and 

types IIa, IIb [30]. The categorization of the two diamond classes depends upon the amount of 

the presence and the form of incorporated impurities such as nitrogen, silicon, nickel and boron 

in the diamond structure at atomic scale.  

3.2.1 Type I 

Type I diamond is the most common form of diamond. Nitrogen atoms are the main impurity in 

this crystal structure. This type of diamond has the ability to absorb light in the infrared and the 

ultraviolet regions with the capability of shifting the absorbed wavelengths into longer 

wavelengths during the re – emitting process. 

a)   Type Ia 

In the type Ia diamond, nitrogen atoms are present in the form of clusters within the diamond 

lattice. This is one type of natural diamond containing 0.1 – 0.3% of nitrogen impurity. Almost 

Property Value Property Value 
Hardness 2 MPa Dielectric strength 1 x 107V/cm 
Strength/Tensile 90 – 225 GPa Electron mobility 2200 cm2/V-s 
Sound velocity 1.8 x 104 m/s Hole mobility 1600 cm2/V-s 
Density 3.53    g/cm3 Bandgap 5.45   eV 
Loss tangent at 40Hz 6 x 10-4 Resistivity 1013 – 1016 Ω cm 
Young's modulus 1.22   
Poisson's ratio 0.2   
Thermal expansion coefficient 1.1 x 10-6      K-1   
Thermal conductivity 20 W/cm – K   
Debye temperature 2200 K   
Refractive index 2.41 (591nm)   
Optical transparency 2.25   
Dielectric constant 5.7   
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98% of natural diamond belongs to this class. This diamond form usually absorbs blue light and 

will appear either a brown or a yellow color [31]. 

b)   Type Ib 

Type Ib diamonds are of high-pressure and high-temperature (HPHT) synthetic diamond class. 

These diamonds contain 0.05% of nitrogen impurity and the impurities are perfectly diffused and 

dispersed throughout the crystal structure. Type Ib diamond has a capability to absorb blue and 

green light. The appearance of this class of diamonds is darker than that of the type Ia diamonds 

due to the precise concentration and location of the nitrogen atoms in the crystal structure. This 

type of diamond is very rare in nature [35, 37, and 38]. 

3.2.2 Type II 

Type II diamonds have no measurable scale for the amount of impurity, but they also contain 

some nitrogen atoms. The shape of the crystals has no symmetry axes and rather has irregular 

shape and a large size. This type of diamond has usually formed under very high pressure for a 

long period of time [32, 37, 38]. 

 

Table 2: Levels of impurities in different diamond categories and manifestations 
forms of diamonds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Types of Diamond Population Impurity Manifestation 

Ia 98.00% Cluster form of nitrogen atoms 
 

Ib 0.1% Scattered form of nitrogen atom 

 

IIa 1 – 2 % Pure form of carbon 

 

IIb 0.1% Some boron atoms 
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a) Type IIa  

Type IIa is also rare natural diamonds containing a negligible amount of impurities. Containing a 

few particles per million (PPM) of nitrogen that are not easily detected by infrared and 

ultraviolet absorption methods. Type IIa diamonds have erupted from the core of the Earth 

towards the surface of the earth. The intense pressure and temperature situation can cause 

structural rarity during the growth of the tetrahedral structure of the material. This imperfection 

in the crystal structure will produce colors such as yellow, brown, pink, orange and purple [33, 

38]. 

b) Type IIb 

All types of IIb diamonds are 1% – 2% of the natural form of diamond. Boron atoms are the 

main constituent of impurity in this type of diamond. The boron atom can absorb red, orange and 

yellow light and with shift the wavelength during emission so as to make the material appear as 

grey, blue or nearly colorless. Type IIb diamond has a p -type electrical activity due to the boron 

content in the crystal structure and 1 ppm is enough to show a semiconductor activity at room 

temperature with a hole mobility of 1500 cm2/Vsec. The activation energy at room temperature 

is 0.37eV [37, 38]. Table 2 above shows the different types of diamonds along with their 

populations and kind of impurities atoms involved. 

3.3 Description of Diamond Synthesization 

Synthetic diamonds are manufactured in the laboratory with specific grown conditions. The 

optical and chemical properties of synthetic diamonds are very similar to the naturally occurring 

diamonds [34]. The hardness of synthetic diamonds can vary, depending on the concentration of 

the impurities in the lattice structure, the difference of the atomic scale structure of the host 

material and the agglomeration the formation of the impurities due to the different growth 

environment.  There are several methods for producing synthetic diamond, but typically, two 

methods are more commonly used to produce synthetic diamond due to their relatively low cost 

with a good quality. 
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3.3.1 High-Pressure and High-Temperature 

The importance of the high-pressure and the high-temperature (HPHT) methods has been 

significant for the growing process of synthetic diamonds. In 1955, H.T. Hall and his co – 

workers at General Electronic (GE) were is the pioneers of this method [34, 39]. The basic idea 

was to compress graphite (another allotrope of carbon and an important precursor for synthetic 

diamond) with a hydraulic press along with liquefied metals until the carbon was transformed 

into the diamond crystalline form [30]. Metals like nickel (Ni), iron (Fe) and cobalt (Co) are 

commonly used for the graphite transformation process at an increased pressure range of 5 – 10 

GPa and at a temperatures range of 1300 0 C – 2300 0 C [37]. 

 

During the transition process of turning graphite into the diamond form, the pressure has to be 

maintained at a certain level during transformation. The level of pressure in the developing 

chamber is very important for achieving good and pure synthetic diamond; otherwise, deviation 

of the pressure from a particular level would lead to a resultant form of diamond lattice that 

would convert itself instantaneously back into a graphite form. The final prepared form of 

synthetic diamond crystals obtained from the HTHP process is simply done by dissolving the 

metal in an acid [34, 41].  

3.3.2 Chemical Vapour Deposition Method 

The chemical vapour deposition (CVD) technique refers to developing the solid materials while 

using the gas phase of a precursor at a suitable pressure and temperature. It is a useful and 

important technique for producing synthetic diamonds since the 1980s. This technique involves 

the gas phase of hydrocarbon radicals together with hydrogen atoms for deposition of carbon 

atoms on a substrate while using a hot filament under the CVD environment at conditions [42]. 

The conditions for the substrate requirements for this process will yield either the bulk form of 

diamond for homo-epitaxial growth or single crystalline diamond. 

 

If the substrate is a non-diamond material, then an extra nuclearization step is required for 

growing hetero-epitaxial or polycrystalline diamond this way. The reason is that nuclearization 

provides a platform for the diamond seeds to grow in three-dimensional grains for further 

growing in a bulk form of synthetic diamond on non – diamond material. The CVD reactor is 
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typically filled with a gas mixture consisting of methane CH4, and hydrogen with a ratio of 

(1:99) [37, 38]. The presence of the hydrogen gas in the chamber is necessary as the hydrogen 

will selectively etch the non – diamond carbon from the deposition area. The deposition rate, and 

the properties of the synthetic diamond, will depend upon the grain size and the sp3/non sp3ratio 

[42].  

 

The synthetic diamond is used in a large number of applications such as microelectronics, 

optoelectronics, quantum photonics and quantum information processing. There are many other 

special applications for synthetic diamond in large scales such as for laser diodes, power 

semiconductor heat spreaders, high temperature diodes, thermistors, laser cooling crystals, solid-

state detectors, grinding tools and for high power and high frequency electronics applications 

[43, 44, 45, 46]. 

a. Single Crystal Synthetic Diamond. 

A single crystalline diamond can generally be produced with homo-epitaxial growth. In this 

process, a large number of atoms are arranged in a periodical repetition of the atoms in a specific 

geometric structure of the volume for a solid material during the CVD. A diamond film 

fabricated by the homo-epitaxial technique is the purest form of diamond as compared to 

naturally occurring diamond. 

 

The concentration of impurities, such as intrinsic and extrinsic defects, are in this case low and 

the measured value of impurities such as nitrogen 1 x 1015 cm-3 and the dislocation density of 

atoms 1x 106 cm-2 are less than that of the natural diamond. The carrier mobilities are about 4800 

and 3800 cm2/Vm as measured for both electrons and holes respectively [36, 37]. A small size of 

CVD diamond of millimeter scale is produced using the homo-epitaxial growth.  

b. Polycrystalline Synthetic Diamonds. 

A polycrystalline diamond film can be produced by using the technique called hetero-epitaxial 

growth process. The film is composed of single crystalline structures with a large number of 

inter-crystalline boundaries and defects. The concentrations of nitrogen and atomic dislocations 

are higher than that of the single-crystalline structure. The properties of these diamond films 
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depend upon the method for producing the diamond, the concentration of impurities, the inter-

crystal boundaries and the geometric pattern of the structure and the environmental conditions 

inside the deposition chamber.  

3.3.3 Application of Polycrystalline and Single Crystalline Diamonds 

The applications of polycrystalline and single-crystalline diamonds are quite different in 

academic research as compared with in the industry. Poly crystalline diamonds are used in very 

high-power laser systems for high-speed cutting, writing and welding in many industrial 

manufacturing processes. The industrial tools made for controlling these high-power laser 

systems include beam couplers, beam splitters, specially designed lenses and objectives. CVD 

diamond has also some interesting applications in military defense systems. These diamonds are 

suitable for thermal imaging applications in very harsh environments. Other alternative materials 

for these thermal imaging applications in rough conditions require special protection treatment 

before installation.  

 

Poly-crystalline CVD diamond is also a promising material for heat-seeking missile applications 

[38]. These diamonds are used when designing and creating spherical domes which have the 

ability to with stand erosion processes due to high-velocity impact of water droplets, dust 

particles, and insects at very high speed. Such diamond domes also have the ability to stand 

against aero-thermal heating effects upon launching the missiles [35, 37]. 

 

On the other side, single-crystalline diamonds are used for preparing optical products which 

consists of large variety of lenses, beam splitters, prisms and specially shaped lenses. This is 

because single-crystal diamonds have capability to be easily molded into a large range of 

geometric shapes as found in optical components. 

3.3.4 Damage and Defects of Diamond 

Damages and defects in the materials are generally due to the imperfections in the crystographic 

structure of the materials. These imperfections in the crystals occur inside the lattice structure. 

The reasons for the damages and the defects in the lattices are details of both the extrinsic and 
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the intrinsic processes when growing the diamond in the laboratory or in the natural 

environment. 

 

Damages and defects are created in the lattice structure in the form of for instance, missing an 

atom from the required position, dislocation of an atom in the lattice, daggling of an atom in the 

lattice and settling down of an alien atom in the lattice as a result of an intrinsic and or an 

extrinsic substitution process. These crystallographic defects will affect the properties of material 

the as the thermal, electrical, and optical the properties.  

 

There are many different ways to detect these damages and defects in the materials. The most 

common techniques are electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), examining the PL from these 

defects and damages, the absorption spectrum for visible, infrared (IR) and for ultraviolet (UV) 

light. The absorption spectrum of UV light is very helpful regarding finding the right estimation 

of the concentration for these damages and defects inside the material. Table 3 below, shows in 

detail the defects found in the different diamond categories.  

Table 3: Different defect centers in different types of diamond [37, 38]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Diamond Defect Center ZPL (nm) λem τ (ns) 
Type IIa V0 741 898 2.55 
Type Ib N - V-  637 685 11 
Type Ib N - V0 575 600 - 
Type IaA N – V – N (H3) 503 531 16 
Type IaB N – V – N (CH2) 415 445 41 
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4 NV COLOUR CENTERS IN DIAMOND 

 

NV centers are optically active point defects in the diamond lattice and have recently become a 

very active topic for research in field of quantum photonics, quantum computing, highly 

sensitive magnetometry and quantum information processing [47, 48]. They are created by a pair 

nitrogen atom replacing a carbon atom and its nearest neighbor with a nitrogen atom at vacant 

point in lattice. The NV center consists of two charge states; a negatively charge state NV- where 

an electron acts as a donor and neutral charge state NVº where an electron acts as acceptors [48]. 

NV color centers are efficient source for single photon emitter at room temperature and are 

therefore very interesting and widely studied in nano photonic field.    

4.1 NV Centers in Diamond 

NV color centers can easily found in both Ia and Ib types of synthetic diamonds in the form of 

clusters and scattered atoms, but the concentrations and locations of individual color centers will 

be quite different from one piece of diamond to another. These defects can also be artificially 

formed by introducing the nitrogen ions into diamond through different ways such as, ions 

implantation and by introducing the nitrogen gas into the deposition chamber during CVD 

growth. 

 

During the diamond growth processes, the growth rate depends upon the concentration of 

nitrogen N2 and methane gas CH4 in the deposition chamber and the symmetry of the lattice. The 

temperature of the substrate and pressure inside the chamber plays a crucial role during the 

deposition process, with the best quality CVD diamond being produced by homo-epitaxial 

growth under high pressure, high temperature HPHT condition, typically 1100 – 1200 ºC and 

pressure of chamber is 150 – 200 Torr.  The growth rate of diamond film can be increased by 

commencement of N2 &CH4 in gas phase into the chamber.  

 

The color of diamond crystal are typically due to the presence of nitrogen atoms in the diamond 

lattice in the form of clusters and individual scattered atoms (See table 4 on page 21) [49, 50]. 

The addition of nitrogen ions during the deposition process results in an enhancement of growth 
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rate in [100] direction compare to the [110] and [111] phases. The incorporation of nitrogen in 

diamond acts as donor, it also affects the morphology and quality of crystal structure [50, 51].  

  

Ion implantation is another simple way to introduce the nitrogen centers. This method directly 

implants atom into a material using an ion beam and is therefore independent of the atoms 

dislocation, solubility and diffusivity in the material. It is very attractive method for selectively 

introducing the impurities into crystals including the synthetic diamond. An ions implantation 

reactor is used to implantation where an ion beam is generated and directed towards the crystal. 

The concentration of impurities incorporated into the crystal depends upon the diameter of the 

ion beam, its flux and the total exposure time used will depend upon the required ion 

implantation dose in each material.  

 

After ion implantation, annealing (typically at 800 – 900 ºC) can be used to cause the implanted 

ions to diffuse further into the diamond and change their distribution. Annealing will also help to 

re-crystalize the diamond lattice, repairing the damage caused by the ion implantation process. 

 

The position of the nitrogen atoms in the diamond lattice has a strong influence on their effect 

and the optical properties of the diamond material. Nitrogen atoms will replace individual carbon 

atoms in the diamonds tetrahedral structure with bond lengths of 0.77Å. By boron or phosphor 

doping diamond, the carbon atoms will be shifted from their equilibrium position which will also 

change the position of any nitrogen atoms present, and this can be used to engineer the materials 

properties. 

4.2 Atomic Arrangement in Crystal Structure 

Solid materials that consists of an ordered atomic arrangement are called crystalline materials, 

most metals are including in this structure group. If this repeated form of pattern does not span 

over the entire macroscopic structure of the material, it is formed a polycrystalline structure. 

These structures can also be classified as simple cubic, body center cubic (BCC) and face center 

cubic (FCC) lattice structure. The simple cubic structure consists of four atom arranged at the 

each corner of the cubic structure.  
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The simple cubic structure consists of eight atoms arranged at the corners of a cube. This is 

known as its unit cell. The whole lattice structure is then built up from the repetition of this unit 

cell in three dimensions. Each atom is therefore shared with eight unit cells and the distance 

between two nearest neighbor atom is called the lattice length or lattice constant of the structure, 

denoted by ' a ' in figure (4.1) which shows the unit cells of the simple cubic, BCC and FCC 

atomic structures.  

 

In the BCC structure one atom is added at the center of the simple cubic structure, as shown in 

figure 4.1(b). If an extra atom is adding to the center of each face of the simple cubic structure 

then the resulting structure is known as FCC structure as shown in figure 4.1(c) [49]. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Structure of a unit cell for (a) simple cubic lattice structure, (b) body  
centred cubic, lattice structure and (c) face centred cubic lattice structure [49, 
50]. 

The lattice structure of diamond is a combination of two FCC structures, one offset from the 

other by a quarter of a lattice constant, which is 3.57 Å and hence the distance between two 

nearest neighbor is 1.55 Å. The diamond structure is built up from the layer by layer combination 

of graphite structure with an offset between each consecutive layer, and is shown in figure (4.2). 
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Figure 4.2: (a) Structure of the diamond unit cell with chemical bonds drawn 
between two nearest neighbour’s atoms. (b) Diamond lattice structure after 
rotation of 30 in the x axis and 60 in the y axis direction [51]. 

4.3 Phonons 

All the atoms in a solid material are locked in a specific position but can still move around this 

equilibrium position (vibrate). Energy can be associated with these vibrations known as the 

internal heat energy of the material. This energy can be quantized and the individual quanta are 

known as phonons.     

 

Phonons are quasi-particle that propagates through a material at its internal speed of sound. The 

concept of phonons in solid materials was first introduced by Igor Tamm [53]. The amount of 

energy associated with a phonon can be described by the following equation.  

2
s

phonon
h nE

L
ν

=  

During the relaxation process of excited electrons in a material, energy can be released in form 

of both photons and phonons. In a two level de-excitation process that produces phonons, a 

broad photon emission spectrum will also be observed.  Whilst a process that does not will 

produce a sharp Lorentzian shaped spectrum and is known as the zero – phonon line (ZPL) (see 

figure 4.4 on page 35). 

 

The broad emission spectrum consists of two parts, first part represents the phonon sideband 

which actually comprises of many sharp discrete spikes and area under the curve is correspond to 

the phonon normal mode distribution. The second part of the spectrum showing the Lorentzian 
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distribution representing the energy released in form of photons during the de-excitation 

processes.  

4.4 Charge State of NV Centers in Diamond 

The nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond are useful defect for several reasons. They have 

applications in quantum computation, single spin magnetometry due to their ability for 

corresponding spin of the state. Diamond defects can also act as single photon emitters that are 

photo stable at room temperature shifting the wavelength in the visible range.  

 

The optical properties of a diamond are completely depending upon the charged defects present 

in lattice and their concentration. The charge state of NV defects in diamond is highly dependent 

upon surrounding atoms in lattice. The presences of electron acceptors or donors in form of 

nitrogen ions with carbon atom in lattice will cause the implanted NV centers appear either in 

form of (NV°) neutral state or (NV¯) negatively charged state respectively [52, 53]. 

 Table 4: ZPL wavelengths and associated zero phonon energy of two charge-states of 
nitrogen vacancy centres in diamond. 

 

 

 

 

The following two equations show the creation and destruction of (NV°) neutral state or (NV¯) 

negatively charged state respectively.  

 

NV° + e-     NV¯  

 
            NV¯ + h     NV° 

 

In order to get fluoresces from NV centers, samples are excited using the 532nm emission from a 

frequency doubled continuous wave Nd: YAG laser. The excitation laser power is adjusted to 

value less than 1mW to excite the NV centers in samples and focused to a spot size of∼ 10 µm   

diameter. Samples will contain both neutral and negatively charged NV centers depend upon the 

density of the centers in the nano-diamond powder used to prepare the sample.  

Charge state  Zero Phonon line (ZPL) ZPL energy (eV) 
  NV° 575 nm 2.15 
   NV¯  637 nm 1.94 
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When NV centers are excited by < 0.5mW of pump light no photon bunching effect are seen for 

either NV charge states. But as the excitation power is increased, the photon bunching effect 

seen from the NV¯ state becomes more pronounced compare to the NV° state due to the NV¯ 

state consisting of three energy levels including one which is meta-stable, which as the pump 

power is increased will start to become filled [52]. 

 

In case of NVº neutral charge state, there exists no meta-stable energy level between the excited 

and ground state. All the electrons relax to ground state without temporally staying in the meta-

stable level. The intensity of photoluminescence is much higher in NVº neutral charge state, the 

property of fluoresces from NV centers are strongly dependent on the dipole orientation. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4.5:  The energy level diagrams of NV centers.  (a)  The 3 – level structure of 
NV¯ center showing a bunching effect at high excitation power. (b)  The 2 – level 
structure of NV° color center which is suitable for obtaining perfect anti-bunching 
curve at both high and low excitation power [33, 34, and 54]. 
 

4.5 Energy Level of NV Centers 

Both of the NV charge states produces an extra pair of electrons that interact with the carbon 

atoms in the diamond lattice to form an s = 1 spin pair. This spin pair consists of two states 

which are denoted the ground (3G) and first excited state (3A) which lie within diamonds 

bandgap. Both the ground and excited states are triplet states, where are further split into three 

different sub-states having spin quantum numbers ms = (-1, 0, +1). The degeneracy between state 

ms = 0 and ms = (-1, +1) is strongly depend upon orientation of the spin and the interaction 
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between the ms sub-states. If the electrons have a high energy, it means that their spin are in the 

parallel direction (ms = -1, +1), and consequently if the electron have low energy it means that 

their spin will be anti – parallel (ms = 0). The degeneracy of the state (ms = -1, +1) is lifted when 

an external magnetic field is applied and the Zeeman splitting effect will then be seen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6: The diagram showing the energy level of nitrogen colour center 
consists of 3G grounds and the excited 3A state [34, 54]. 

As the sample is excited by 532nm photons, ground state electrons are excite into the conduction 

band. During their relaxation processes these electrons can non-radioactively relax into first 

excited state through phonon emission and then further relax to the ground state radioactively 

through photon emission. The spin state of the electrons is therefore preserved during the de-

excitation process. The separation between the ground and excited states is 1.95eV, 

corresponding to a wavelength 637nm, however a large amount of emitted light is actually due to 

the phonon sideband, broadening the ZPL emission to 600nm – 800nm. 

 

4.6 Photo-chromic Effect of NV Centers. 

Diamond NV color centers are amongst the promising candidates for quantum information 

processing and qubits memories due to their unique properties. But, there are some optical 

properties of these color center that are not yet fully understood, such as photo-chromatic effects 

- a process where negative charge state are converted to neutral charge state. This photo-chromic 
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effect causes the bandgap to change and is a photon induced transformation that has been 

investigated in various studies [54].  According to Dumeige et al., the excitation of nano-

diamond with femto-second laser would actually lead to transformation of NV color center first 

into NV ¯ color center along with NV° color center and in last step of transformation processes 

the NV color center could appear as single stable NV ° color center.   

 

Manson et al. explained this phenomenon as an ensemble of NV color centers, which verify that 

NV¯ and NV° charge state are a function of the excitation laser wavelength and the excitation 

time [52]. This photo-chromic effect is observed in all NV center containing diamond samples as 

they will all contain both NV° and NV ¯ charge states.  The behavior of the photo-chromic effect 

differs from sample to sample due to each sample containing different NV color center densities. 

 

This photo-chromic effect is observed in all NV center containing diamond samples as they will 

all contain both NV° and NV ¯ charge states.  The behavior of the photo-chromic effect differs 

from sample to sample due to each sample containing different NV color center densities. This 

diverse behavior of photo-chromic effect is needed to investigate the photoluminescence from 

NV° and NV ¯ color centers separately by using the spectrometer traces for each of individual 

charge state. The photo-chromic effect can be observed in the bulk form of diamond if the 

sample is first excited with low excited power then later the power of excitation laser increases. 

The photoluminescence of NV° color center is stale at low power but the dominances of PL from 

NV¯ increases as excitation power increases. This is a sign of transition from NV° color center 

to the NV¯ color centers by increasing the excitation power [52]. 
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5 SAMPLE PREPARATIONS  

 

Many different techniques for the preparation of optical trapping sample have evolved over the 

years, but the sample preparation technique used here is a relatively simple one. Diamond 

powder purchased from Element Six is dispersed in de-ionized (DI) water and this is then 

investigated. The powder used was synthetic type Ib diamond with 0.1% nitrogen concentration.  

 

The average size of the nano-diamond particles in the powder was 250 ± 5nm and the number of 

NV centers in each nano-diamond was ~500 ppm. About 0.5ct = 0.1g of nano-diamond powder 

was mixed into 50ml of DI water and then centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 2-3 minutes, to 

completely mix the nano-diamonds into the water. The amount of 10ml colloidal aqueous 

solution containing suspended particle of diamond is asunder from rest of colloidal aqueous 

solution for the purpose of sample preparation.  

 

A drop (~0.1ml) of colloidal solution was then deposited on the center of a 25 x 25mm glass 

cover slip. The sample was then left overnight so that the DI water could evaporate and allow the 

nano-diamonds become deposited on the surface of glass cover slip. This process can be 

accelerated by heating the sample on a hotplate for 2-3minute for evaporation but this will affect 

the distribution of the nano-diamond particles. Once all the DI water has evaporated, the sample 

is ready for use. 

 

To prepare samples for optical trapping experiments, a nano-diamonds particle suspension was 

bought from Adamas Nanotechnologies Inc. The suspension contains 0.1 - 10% synthetic nano-

diamond particles suspended in DI water. Sample were prepared by carefully placing a drop 

(0.1ml) of the suspension at the center of a 25 x 25mm2 glass cover slip, and then placing 

another cover slip directly on top of this, to encapsulate the drop. The two cover slips were then 

fixed together using adhesive clear plastic tape. This technique was used as it reduces the rate at 

which the DI water evaporates and therefore increases the amount of time each sample can be 

investigated for. A schematic of the sample preparation technique used for optical trapping 
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6 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

For this work a custom designed and built dual-beam confocal microscope system was 

constructed. The most crucial part of the experimental setup was the design of the dual confocal 

microscope 'sample holding platform', which needs to be capable of optically addressing a single 

nano-diamond particle without any drift and therefore needs to have a very high resolution, (see 

table 5).  

 

The microscope setup also needs to be able to efficiently collect the photo-luminescent (PL) 

light emitted by a excited material and then transmit it using an optical fiber to the other parts of 

the experimental set-up so that it can be measured using either a spectrometer. This custom 

designed microscope system also has the capability to trap the nano-diamond particles. 

6.1 Confocal Microscope 

An optical microscopy is a device used to study the microscopic structure on an object. There are 

certain limitations associated with an optical microscopy, such as its resolution and depth of 

focus, which make task such as true 3D imaging impossible for a convectional optical 

microscopy. However confocal microscope systems can avoid many of these limitations by 

using a small illumination spot and then by scanning a sample in x-y plane [59, 60]. The 

information gathered by this confocal setup is then process to build up an image of the entire 

sample.  

 

The first confocal microscope was proposed by Marvin Minsky [58, 59]. The qualities of the 

images obtained are improved by excluding the light from outside the microscope's focal plane, 

which dramatically improves the images contrast when compared to a conventional microscope. 

The modern form of confocal microscope is highly modified from the original version proposed 

by Minsky, but the principles of confocal microscopy remain the same [59, 62]. Figure 6.1 

shows a schematic diagram of the dual beam confocal microscope used here.  
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Figure 6.1: The schematic diagram of a dual confocal microscope used for imaging the 
defects in diamond, QDs of CdSe and TDBC molecules. This setup is also used for OT of 
diamond particle doped with nitrogen.  

The minimum feature size a confocal microscope can image depends both upon the 

magnification power of the objective used and minimum step size of the piezo-system used to 

raster scan the sample. The resolution limit of dual confocal microscope can be determined for 

both of the excitation lasers used by the equations in table 5, where ‘ excλ ’ is the excitation 

wavelength, ‘ n ’ is the refractive index of the sample medium and NA is the numerical 

aperture of the objective. 
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Table 5: Calculated value of lateral, axial and confocal resolution of confocal 
microscope for the 532 nm and the 687 nm excitation laser system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1.1 Laser source 

A laser is used to excite the impurity, ion, atom or dye molecule of interest in the host material. 

The excited impurity or molecule will then emit light at a lower energy (red shifted) wavelength 

through a process termed PL (phosphorescence/fluorescence). Photo-luminescence (PL) is 

caused by excited photo-carriers in the sample material returning to their ground state through a 

radioactive process. Non-radioactive recombination is also possible but will not obviously be 

directly observable. 

 

The excitation wavelength used will depend upon the absorption spectra of the material under 

investigation. In the dual beam system used here, two different excitation sources are used so 

different types of sample can be excited without needing to change the set-up. The excitation 

sources used are: i). A CW frequency doubled Nd: YAG laser emitting at 532nm, and ii). A 

semiconductor laser diode emitting at 687nm. 

6.1.2 Mirrors 

Mirrors are an important part of a microscope setup. In the dual-beam microscope system silver 

polished mirrors are used in the setup as they have a high reflectivity across a broad wavelength 

region (reflectivity > 96% between 400-700nm and 97.5% between 700-2000nm). The mirrors 

have a silver coating deposited on one-side with a flatness of λ/4. The thickness and the diameter 

λexc(nm) NA 
Lateral Resolution 

0.61 excr
NA

λ×
= nm 

Lateral Resolution 
(confocal)             
0.4 excr

NA
λ×

= nm 

Axial resolution 
1.4 excnr

NA
λ× ×

= um 

532 

0.95 342 224 1.98 

1.3 249 164 1.05 

1.4 232 152 0.91 

687 

0.95 441 289 2.55 

1.3 322 211 1.36 

1.4 300 196 1.17 
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of the mirrors was selected to be 25mm and 6mm respectively to both provide flexibility for 

beam steering and for practicality reasons. 

6.1.3 Pinhole 

The role of pinhole in confocal microscope setup is to improve the image resolution, quality and 

depth of focus. There are two important reasons to use a pinhole in a confocal setup, firstly the 

pinhole will 'reject' any light that is not being collected from the objective focal plane (front 

focal plane) and secondly removing the higher order diffraction rings of the Airy disc. Both of 

these effects will improve the contrast (signal to noise ratio) of the corresponding image. 

 

Pinholes were also used in the construction of the system to control the height of the beams 

passing through the system by measuring the intensity of light passing through the pinhole at 

various points around the system. As such pinholes are also an important tool for maintaining the 

different lasers beam at a same optical axis of the microscope system.  

 

6.1.4 Objective 

A microscope objective is an important optical element in microscope system, consists of one or 

more lenses and mirrors that act as an ideal lens. The objective is designed such that all the 

lenses are mounted in the same cylindrical tube and chosen such that their individual aberration 

will cancel out each other. The main role of the objective in microscope setup is to focus the 

excitation beam onto the sample and then collect the re-emitted light in order to create an image 

of the sample. The resolution of the image obtained is dependent upon the value of numerical 

aperture (NA) and magnifying power of the objective used.  

 

An objective can be considered as a single lens with a focal length, f, and numerical aperture, 

NA. The maximum light emission angle ‘α ’ that can be imaged from a point on the sample can 

then be determined using equation (6.1).  

 

sin( )gNA n α=  (6.1)
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Where ng is the refractive index of cover glass typically equal to1.5. So, according to Snell's law 

we can write,  

sin( )NA α ′=  

The value of lenses numerical aperture is dependent upon its diameter and focal length.  If the 

value of a diameter is greater than the focal length than the value of numerical aperture is equal 

to the unity which follows the relation (NA=d/2f).  Introducing the oil between the objective and 

cover glass slip will add factor of oiln to the relation in equation (6.1) and hence increases the 

effective NA of the lens by removing the limitations on the objective regarding the magnification 

power. The numerical aperture can written as,  

 

0sin( ) sin( )gNA n nα α= =  
 

Where noil is the refractive index of oil. A good objective with high resolution is called 

immersion objective. It is designed in such way that refractive index of glass can match the 

refractive index of oil to attain the value of numerical aperture 1.4. The value of numerical 

aperture for oil immersion objective is derived as,  

 

0 sin( )NA n α=  
By inserting the value of ‘α ’ in equation, 

             0 sin(arctan )
2
DNA n
f

=
 

 

2
D
f

≈  

 

Similar equation can be written for an objective without oil NA = Sin (arctan D/2 x f), by 

assuming that the cover glass slip is very thin. So, the value of numerical aperture is NA
2
D
f

≈ . 

The NA is very important for microscope, because it determines the brightness of image, depth 

of focus and spatial resolutions.  The brightness of the image formed is equal to NA4/MAG2, 

hence a higher NA lens with the same magnification will result in a brighter image and vice-

verse. The objective also determines the depth of field imaged by the relation λ/NA2. 

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)
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6.1.5 Filters 

Filters are coated transparent or partially transparent pieces of glass that can transmit or blocks 

specific wavelengths of light. Filters can be placed in the path of the collected PL light to block 

the pump and any unwanted light which has been transmitted by the pinhole.  Filters only allow 

the specific wavelength of fluorescence that pass through it. This will again increase the signal-

to-noise ratio of the collected light and improve the results without any pump. 

6.1.6 Detectors 

A single-photon avalanche photo-diode (SPCM–AQR–13, PerkinElmer Optoelectrics1) was used 

to count the number of PL photons emitted by the samples. These specially designed detectors 

have photon detection efficiencies of around 65% at 650nm by utilizing 180μm diameter silicon 

active elements. The intensity of the signal generated by the detector corresponds to the number 

of photons striking the detector and therefore allows the number of photons emitted in a selected 

time interval to be determined. 

 

The detectors used in the system have the ability to count up to 5 million photons per second 

(Mc/s) with dead time of 35 – 50ns between pulses. The detector efficiency varies across the 400 

- 1100nm range but peaks at around 650-700nm. A single pulse from a detector corresponds to 

104 photons with dark count of 250 photons and the width of each pulse is 1ns. 

 6.1.7 Optical Fibers 

Optical fiber carries light along their core, which is surrounded by a cladding material with a 

slightly lower refractive index (typically ~1.51 vs. 1.50). Light therefore travels from one end of 

fiber to the other through total internal reflection. In planar material the angle of total-internal 

reflection is relatively easy to calculate, but for optical fibers things are complicated by the 

cylindrical geometry.  

 

However table 6 details the number of modes that will propagate along a series of fibers. The 

process of total internal reflection depends upon the angle of incidence θi from one medium to 

                                                 
1For more details about the PerkinElmer photon detectors visit website www.perkinelmer.com 
   and check the data sheet of the (SPCM – AQR – 13) detector (accessed on July 15, 2013)  
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the angle of refraction θr in another medium. The minimum value of angle of incidence requires 

to produce the total internal reflection is called critical angle θc. So according to Snell’s law,  

 

1 2sin sini rn nθ θ=  
 

So, for critical angle θi = θc and θr = 90, then 
 

1 2

1

sin ( )c
n
n

θ −=  

 

Table 6: Number of modes propagating along the MMF and SMF fibre for 
different values of core diameter. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The refractive index is most important parameter for fiber, because light can travel through 

material that is used in the core of fiber. In order to keep the light inside the core of fiber than 

cladding material with high refractive index (n = c/ν) is used. There are two most important and 

commonly used types of fibers, one which can propagate many paths along the core known as 

transverse mode is called multi – mode fiber while the other can only restricted to support the 

single way of propagation is called single mode fiber. Number of modes propagate through the 

fiber is calculate as,  

21 ( . .( ))
2

NAN dπ
λ

=
 

 

Where’d ' is diameter of fiber core, ' NA ' is a numerical aperture and 'λ' is the wavelength of 

light propagating through the fiber. The diameter of multi – mode fiber is much greater than the 

diameter of single mode fiber. The table 6 is showing the number of modes propagate through 

Type of 
Fiber 

Core 
diameter  
d (um) 

NA 
Wave 
length 

( λ nm ) 

Number of modes  
N = ½((πd x NA)/λ )2 

Multi – 
Mode  Fiber 

25 0.1 750 54.8 
50 0.22 600 1061.1 
50 0.22 750 1658.01 

Single – 
Mode  Fiber 

3.6 0.13 532 3.81 
4.6 0.12 680 3.25 
6.2 0.14 1064 3.28 

(6.7)

(6.8)
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MMF and SMF with different core diameters. Fibers come in a variety of different forms, but are 

typically divided into two groups, single-mode and multi-mode. 

 
(a)  Multimode Fiber  
 
Multimode fibers have large core diameters and can therefore support many optical modes, i.e. 

the light propagate along the fiber can follow many different paths. The large core diameter gives 

rise to the fibers having large numerical apertures and allows a large amount of light to be easily 

coupled into and out of these fibers.  

 

However their multi-mode nature gives rise to a number of problems relating to pulse broadening 

due to the different in time light in the different modes will take to pass through the fiber and the 

beam profile emitted by the fiber. These limitations make their use in microscopy applications 

more problematic but they can be used when high-coupling efficiency is a necessity. 

 

(b)  Single Mode Fiber    
 
Single mode fibers are designed to support only one optical mode in their core and are therefore 

relatively wavelength specific. The negligible modal dispersion experienced by light pulse 

propagating in the fibers (when compared to multi-mode fibers) make them ideal for long -range 

telecommunication applications.  

2 ( )NAaυ π
λ

=  

In order for a fiber to be single mode, its normalized frequency ‘υ  ’ (as defined in equation 6.9, 

where 'λ' is free space wavelength and NA is the numerical aperture of fiber core) must be less 

than 2.4. Otherwise the fiber will support multi-mode operation [57, 63].  If a value of 

normalized frequency exceeds from 2.40 which is suitable for multimode fiber. In MMF, the 

light can propagate in superposition of all modes confine into the cone which defining the NA of 

fiber. But in case of SMF single mode of light can propagate through the core of fiber 

 

 

 

 

(6.9)
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Figure 6.2: The diagrammatic representation of the difference between 
the MMF and SMF fiber for propagation of light from the core [58, 63]. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6.3: The picture showing the structural diagram of a multimode 
fiber (MMF) and a single-mode fiber (SMF).Orange and yellow color 
represent the protective plastic skins of MMF and SMF. 

6.2 HBT setup 

The Hanbury-Brown and Twiss setup is used to measure the photon number statistics and 

specifically to measure the signal generated by the collected photons during the particular 

excitation time interval.  
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was used in the microscope system built for this project and was used to measure spectra for all 

the samples investigated. These spectral lines used to identify the material which is actually 

shifting the wavelength from incident light to reflected light. Spectrometer is useful for a small 

portion of electromagnetic spectrum rather than the whole spectrum range from gamma to the far 

infrared region.  

 

During experiment, a custom built spectrometer was used to analyze fluorescence spectral lines. 

Spectral lines are different for different analyzed materials which consist of sharp peak at certain 

wavelength and these sharp peaks in the spectral lines are indicating the emission from material 

at that particular level of wavelength in EM spectrum. 

6.4 CCD Camera 

A charge coupled device is an important tool of digital imaging technology. A CCD camera 

consists of an array of p–doped metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) capacitors, which act as 

image sensors. The intensity of electrical charge produced in the capacitor is proportional to the 

intensity of the incident light striking it and therefore by measuring all the capacitors in the array 

it is possible to build up an image. The creation of image is an accumulation process of electrical 

charges from each capacitor into dimensional array (one dimensional array for line scanning and 

two dimensional arrays used for video and still image capturing). Later in this process, the 

electric charge finally converted into the voltages to feed the digital devices. The image can 

processed through variation in voltage due to the electric charge.   

 

The quality of CCD camera images depends upon the size and type of the sensor and the quality 

of its optics. Incident light is focused on to the surface of the CCD sensor using a series of lenses 

and it is important that these lenses are of a high quality if a high resolution image is to be 

obtained. The area of CCD sensor also affects the brightness and magnification of the resultant 

image, such that if a CCD camera has small individual sensors it will produce a higher resolution 

image but will collect less light resulting in a lower brightness. But, larger the area of sensor 

means more light focused on it which provides the high brightness and poor resolution in image. 

The design and the type of CCD sensor are also very important for digital imaging. 
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wavelength range. The images were obtained using the NA=0.9 objective, 250μW excitation 

power and a focal length of 53.2μm. 

 

 
Figure 7.4: Scanning resultants of QD (CdSe) samples in broad-area scanning of 80 x 
80 μm2 and a fine-area scanning of 30 x 30 μm2. 

 

Agglomeration (clumping) can occur for aqueous solution of CdSe QDs if the zeta potential is 

larger than the standard mean value. If the value of zeta potential is very small for solution than 

the size of QDs remain stable. The scanning of QDs was performed with the same 100x 

(NA=0.90) objective by using the 532 nm cw lasing system with 250 μW excitation laser power. 

The absorption of CdSe QDs was around visible green wavelength and emission spectrum of 

QDs was also in visible red color regime. The wavelength shift of the CdSe QDs are size 

dependent of QDs. The absorption wavelength of the QDs was calculated by the following 

equation.   

cE
λ

=  

The energy of absorbed photon is inversely proportional to the wavelength. The images in figure 

7.4 appear to show that the QDs have diameters of is about 8 – 10 μm, but this is actually due to 

the agglomeration of the QDs due to zeta potential of the solution. There are two reasons for 

agglomeration process of QDs. If the chemical reaction in aqueous solution is unstable than 

agglomeration occur in form of gathering the QDs at a single point. The other reason is the value 
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of zeta potential away from the stable value of solution containing the self-assembled QDs. The 

value of the zeta potential is solely dependent on the surface charge of nano particles. 

 

Until now, the scanning of the specimen was performed with 532 nm laser. In order to test the 

performance of the microscope using the 687nm excitation source a TDBC polymeric molecule 

sample was imaged. Scans were performed at very low excitation powers, 10μW.   The images in 

figure 7.5 show the results of these measurements and show a series of clusters of polymeric 

molecules. The images were obtained using the NA=1.3 oil immersion objective. The scanned 

image is showing the cluster form of polymeric molecules in white color. The visibility of 

custom built dual confocal cannot go beyond the diffraction limit (see table 6 on page 42) and we 

know the size of single polymeric molecules is less than 10 nm. 

 
Figure 7.5: The scanning results of the dual microscope setup by using the 687 nm 
laser. (a) Image of a broad-scanning the sample in a 200 x 200 μm2 area. (b) The 
image of fine scanning of the sample in a 2 x 2 μm2 area with different value of the 
focus. 

 

Figure 7.5(a) shows a broad area scan with some bright spot indicating molecules producing 

more than 2500 photon Counts per 50msec integration period. The formation of molecules 

cluster is confirmed during the fine scanning performed on 1 x 1μm2 area around a randomly 

selected bright spot as shown in figure 7.5(b). 
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they are in high intensity field. During trapping the particles are stabilised by balancing the 

gradient m
Scat Scat

n pF Q
c

=  and scattering m
grad grad

n pF Q
c

=  forces that act on the particle in 

different directions; the scattering force acts on the nano particles in the direction of radiation, 

whereas the gradient force is caused by the reflection of the beam from the surface of nano 

particle and thus acts in the opposite direction of radiation. So, the total trapping force on a 

suspended diamond particle in specimen is given by 

max
m

Tot
n PF Q
c

=  

Where maxQ  is the maximum value of trapping quality factor ( max scat gradQ Q Q= +  ).It is therefore 

possible to move the trapped diamond particles by moving the laser light in the axial and 

transverse directions. 

 

Table 7: Calculated values of the beam waist, radius and trapping volume of laser 

 

The trapping of suspended diamond particle is only possible when they are in high intensity 

field. Figure 7.7 (a) image showing the movement of diamond particle towards the focus point 

while moving along the x – axis. The NV color centers in diamond particles start to glow at 

focus point of 532nm laser. The same process can carried out while moving the particle upwards 

towards the focus point the images in figure 7.7 (b) showing the movement of the particle by 

using the piezo-system.  

 

 (λ) nm NA 
Beam Waist 

 ( o
nw
NA
λ

π
= ) μm 

Beam radius 

(
2

owr = ) μm 

Rayleigh range 
2

o
r

wR π
λ

= μm 

Trapping Volume 

(
4 3

2 44
nv

NA
λ

π
= )μm3 

 0.9 285 -  - 
532 1.3 197 -  - 

 1.4 183 -  - 
 0.9 368 -  - 

687 1.3 255 -  - 
 1.4 237 -  - 
 0.9 570 285 0.95 0.250 

1064 1.3 395 197.5 0.46 0.056 
 1.4 367 183.5 0.397 0.042 
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Figure 7.8 shows the results of moving trapped diamond particles along the x and y direction. 

The movement of trapped particles was achieved by carefully moving the whole sample using 

the piezo-motor system. The trapped particle at the central of the beam waist appeared stable and 

drifts free during movement. The particle was moved up to 5μm in the y axis and 2-3μm in x axis 

direction. The power of trapping laser varies for different particle size and power required to trap 

depends solely on the size and symmetry of diamond particle at focus of beam waist.  The figure 

7.8 showing the results of trapped suspended diamond particle and these diamonds particles 

move along in the x, y direction.  

 

The movement of trapped particles can be control by carefully moving the sample holder 

mounting on the piezo-system. The trapped particle moved in x, y direction by moving the 

sample holder with smallest possible step of piezo-system.   

 

Figure 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.8: The captured images of the trapped and suspended diamond 
particles at the focus of the 532 nm and 1.064 um laser upon the sample. 
Images 7.8 (a) and (d) show the diamond particle moving along the X – 
axis. Images 7.8 (b) and (c) show when the diamond particle is moving to 
the upward along Y – axis. 
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The trapped particle at the central of the beam waist appeared stable and drift free particle. 

During the experiment, the movement of trapped particle was performed in micrometer scale to 

avoid entrapping of particle for large distance. The particle can move 5 µm distances during the y 

axis movement and 3 μm in x axis direction. Particles were trapped using 8.4mW power from the 

1064nm laser source and about 20 – 30μW of 532nm excitation (which is equal to the 0.02 pN 

total optical force exerts on dielectric particle for trapping). The images showed in figure (7.8) 

were obtained using the CCD camera before and after the movement of the trapped particle. The 

position of the z axis piezo-system is maintained at 52.1μm to obtain the good focus of laser on 

the sample for trapping.   

 

7.5 Future work 

7.5.1 NMR Imaging 

NMR imaging can be used to image the internal works of live specimens, by using an external 

magnetic field. The detail of the specimen structure is captured in the form of an image by using 

an external magnetic field. The specimen structure is comprised of tissues and each tissue 

contains water molecules. A single water molecule is a combination of oxygen, two hydrogen 

atoms. The external magnetic field causes water molecules in the specimen to align in the 

direction of applied field. A non-uniform magnetic field is then applied and the change in 

molecule alignment used to image the structure of the specimen. 

 

The confocal microscope setup shown in figure 6.1 can also serve as an ideal setup for obtaining 

the NMR images of living specimen. The existing microscope setup would simply be upgraded 

by inserting an electro-magnet around the sample space to allow a magnetic field to be applied. 

The gradient and the amount of applied external magnetic field is control by the amount of 

applied voltage to the electromagnetic. NMR imaging offers a way to image a specimen without 

any hazards of affecting the tissue of specimen as compare to the x ray, γ ray imaging [64].  

7.5.2 Optical Properties of Various QDs 

In 1980 Alexei Ekimov and Louis E. Brus demonstrated quantum dots in a glass matrix and also 

in a colloidal solution respectively [65]. Quantum dots are semiconductors crystallite nano-
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particle with a diameter of size smaller than the exaction Bohr radius. These nano-particles have 

the ability to exhibit the quantum mechanical properties of the confined system. The size and the 

material of assembled QDs play a key role for the determination of absorbed and shifted 

wavelength of light.  

 

The setup of microscope was equipped with two excitation laser wavelength which makes this 

setup suitable for studying the optical properties of different QDs. Optical properties character 

behavior of QDs can be analyzed whose prepared with material have absorption wavelength 

range 400 nm – 700nm. QDs are highly promising candidates for biomedical imaging, drug 

delivery, photovoltaic devices, biosensors and for quantum computation. And hence this newly 

developed dual-beam microscope system should provide an ideal tool for studying these dots and 

their applications. 
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